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It is a good thing for an
uneducated man to read books
of quotations.
Sir Winston Churchill

Hurricane
Sandy Engulfs
Greasers on
East Coast
By K Like The Letter
~ Daily Bull

Hurricane Sandy is said to
be the perfect storm. The
largest, maddest, meanest
storm since 1991, Hurricane
Sandy has raged because
she has been lead on one
too many times but one too
many greasers. The storm is a
combination of two different
storms known as prepubescent girl, and rebelling pissed
off hormonal teenager. Which
in case you didn’t know
compliment one and other
like rama lama lama ka dinga
da dinga dong, together
forever. Like, shoopbop sha
wadda wadda yippity boom
de bop!
She has been spotted over
the past few days eating up
every man in her way. To make
up for lost time she’s moving quickly (94 mph) north
bound along the East coast.
Supposedly preparing for
see Victory on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously...like Convention Weekends!

New “Art” On Campus

BarbieBarbie!

By Alec Hamer ~ Daily Bull

In an effort to “make this bitch really, really pretty” you may notice several new
pieces of “art” on campus. This art, as it is
known, takes on many forms ranging from the benign Shit Harp to the
downright outrageous Crack Boulders.
The Shit Harp is a musical instrument.
Students of Michigan Technological University are encouraged to drop trou and
shit on the instrument. Although this may
seem odd to most, the only way the Shit
Harp will play its beautiful melodies is if
a student defecates on it. “At first it felt
really odd” remarked freshman Elizabeth
L. “I never thought I would see myself
undoing my pants and dropping a deuce

in the middle of campus... Well here we
are, AND IT SOUNDS MAGNIFICENT!!!”
It is reported that the Shit Harp sounds
like a mixture of all your favorite artists
from all your favorite genres. AKA The
Booooooommmmmmb
Although no couple has been caught
making love in front of the sculpture,
much speculation has been made regarding such an act occurring. Anyone
lucky enough to hear the Shit Harp make
music is sure to cum in their pants. “All
of the sudden.... I creamed my pants!!”
reported one MTU administrator. Seems
like local sex parties have found their

see Squat on back

Fill the grid with the digits 1-9 so as not to repeat a digit in any row or column
so the digits within each heavily outlined box or boxes (cage) will produce the
target number shown in that cage by using the operation (addition, subtraction,
multiplication, or division) shown by the symbol after the numeral. For example,
the notation 6+ means that the numerals in the cage should add up to 6 and the
notation 48x means that by multiplying the numbers in the cage you will get 48.
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Crack. Made of PURE CRACK. WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR

Today’s Daily Bull was brought to you by:
PIZZA. DELICIOUS CHEESY GOLD.

Studio Pizza Actually Tastes As Good As
Our Ads Say! Those Other Pizzas Don’t!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100
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new spot.

COMPLETELY SARCASTIC NEWS. No, seriously.

known that any and all new art projects
By BIG O ~ Daily Bull
have been cancelled.
Our top story, of today, was that the Libyan Embassy was taken over by armed gunmen. Of course, this should have
Have you seen the Crack Boulders??
been expected, but with the scant (See also non-existent) coverage of the Benghazi scandal that broke out almost 2
“Crack! CRACK EVERYWHERE!” demonths ago, it’s no wonder people forgot that there are a ton of terrorists in Libya.
clared one MTU Provost. “The idea
is to attract students who love crack!
Hurricane Sandy continues to ravage the country like a woman who’s just found out she’s been cheated on. I’ve
It’s brilliant!! Say you want a fix in the
heard rumors that a certain state in this union is the REAL Dirty Dan, but for now, only time will tell. Supposedly this
morning or between classes or during
is the perfectly storm, the most perfect one since 1991, which then was the most perfect storm since whenever.
class. Just walk up to a boulder and use
Seriously, what is a perfect storm? How does one classify a storm as perfect? Is it like what happened in 1991 when
one of the MTU crack rock ice picks to
three storms came together in a storm orgy that was wet and wild? Or is a perfect storm a Nor’easter that’s actually
chip off a new rock!” Although the idea
hurricane at it’s heart. Come one meteorologist! Make it easy on us! It’s already hard enough just wondering what
sounds great on paper, it has proved
tomorrow’s weather is going to be like!
to be anything but. Grades are down
to a new all-time-low of a 1.03 GPA for
And finally, in other news, Disney bought Star Wars. The reactions have been mostly negative, and if you haven’t found
the student body average. Although
out by now, you live under a rock. People are saying Disney will ruin it, but seriously? George Lucas already did the
enrollment is higher than ever, it seems
worst. I for one look forward to a world ruled by our Disney Google overlords!. Princess Leia Diaries anyone?
students have just stopped coming to
from Victory on front
class. One new student declared “You
know, I would really like to go to class evacuation, mothers and daughters alike hold their men by the balls and abruptly yell profanities
but... But... There’s just so much crack! into the calm before the storm as the fear Sandy is coming for them, and soon.
CRACK EVERYWHERE!”
Sandy is said to be overbearing, self-righteous and at the eye of her storm you will find an abunMTU has started to write apology let- dance of Grease lightning. When interviewing the rest of her counter parts the pink ladies we
ters to all family members of student, have this quote that leaves us shake in our rain boots…”It’s when she hits New York, I’m telling you
staff, and faculty. With Crack addiction that’s when I’d be scared. She’s been eyeing up that bitch Lady Liberty for at best five years…”
around 96% it is clear the university stated one bas ass sidekick Rizzo.
needs to do something. As for new art
Sandy rages from the East coast minute by minute. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminprojects, MTU administration wants it
istration said on Friday that wherever the storm comes onshore to be prepared with lubrication
and protection as this bitch is truly not messing around.
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